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1. In Accordance with its terms of reference the Committee has conducted a
consultation with Finlandunder paragraph 4(b) of Article XII.The Committeenoted
that the previous consultation with Finlandunder the same provisions had been held
on 29April 1976 (seeBOP/11/87). In conducting the consultations the committee had
before it a basic document supplied bythe Finish authorities (BOP/172) and a
backgroundpaper provided by the International Monetaru Fund dated 19 April 1977.

2. The Committee generally followed the plan for such consultation recommended
by the CONTRACTING PARTIES (see BISD, 18th Supplement, pages 52-53). The consultation
was held on 24 M-y 1977. This report summarizes the main points of the discussion.

Consultation with the IntInternational MonetaryFund
3. Pursuant to the provisions of Article XV of the General Agreerment , the
CONTRACTING PARTIES had invited the International Monetary Fund to consult with them
in connexion with the consultation with Finlend. Upon the invitation of the Committees
the representative of the Fund made a statement as follows:

"In each of the past two years,the growth of real GDP in Finland was
limitted to about one half of 1 per cent In 1975 strong domestic demand offset
an unprcedented fall in the volume of exports, but contributed to a high rate
of inflation and a current account deficit equivalent to over 8 per cent of GDP.
On the other hand, export markets partiallyy recovered in 1976 while total
domestic demand fellby about 4 per cent in response to a restrictive shift in
fiscal policy and an extremely tight monetary andforeign borrowing policy.
The volune of fixed. investment demand was sharply reduced, declining by
13.5 per cent, and unemployment rose to 4 per cent of the labor force on
avrage. Despite, reduced domestic demand and the imposition of a five-month
price freeze, the rate of inflation remained higher than in most other industrial
countries. wageearnings, unit labor costs, and consumer prices rose on
average by about 14,5 per cent , but corporate profitability declined for the

second successive year, particularly in the metal and engineering industries.
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An incomes agreement for 1977-78 is presently being negotiated atthe
individual union level. Although thereisstill some industrial unrest,
most of theimportant unions have agreedto proposelssuggested by the
officialconciliator which if fullyaccepted, areestimatedby the
authorities toresult ina growth of wage earningsof 8 per cent and on

increase in unitlabor costs of around 7 per cent in 1977.In conjunction
With thedepreciation of the Jr April1977,these developments would
move Finnish costs more into line with those ofcompetitor countries. As
the decelerationin therateof price increase is expected to be smaller
than the reduction inthe rate of increase in earnings, afall in real wages
and a recovery of corporateprofitability should occur. Restrictive fiscal
andmonetaryy policies are expected to be maintained throughout 1977 and a
further fall in fixed investment demand is forecasts. Aideby continued
recovery iin exportmarkets realGDPin 1977may increase more strongly than
in 1976, but by an amount insufficient to allow areduction in the average
rate of unemployment.

The adjustmentof Finland'sbalance ofpayments position in 1976 was
notable as despite a 3 per cent deterioration in theterms of tradeand a
deterioration in the balance of services caused mainly by higher dent
servicing costs, the deficit on current account was almost halved from
SDR 1.8 billion in 1975 to SDR 1.0 billion the equivalent of less than
4 per cent of GDP. Economicrecovery inFinland's markets in Western Europe
enabled the volume of merchandiseexports to increase byone fifth, while
import volume declined by 2 per cent reflecting depressed domestic demand
conditions and a rundown of stocks of imported goods, In the first quarter
of 1977 9 surplus was recorded on the balance of tradefor the first time
in over three years. This would appearto indicase a continuing growth of
exports and the likelihood of afurther substantial reduction in the deficit
on current account for the yearas whol. On April 5. 1977 in order to
mitigate the reparecussions of exchange rate action of Finland's Scandinavian
trading partners, the externalvalue ofthe markers wasdepreciated by
5.7 per cent against theBank of Finland's trade-weighted basket of currencies

"The netinflow of long-term capital was reduced in 1976,inpart
reflecting stricter surveillance of foreign borrowingby the Bank of Finland.
Nevertherless, the current account deficit was almost completely coveredby
net long-term capital inflow of SDR 0.9 billion. In 1975, gross official
convertible reserve's declined sharply toSDR 401million at the end of the
year,and little improvementin thereserve position has since taken place.
In 1976 reserves increased by SDR 28 million entirelyowing toan Oil
Facility drawingofSDR 115milion, and at the of March 1977 gross
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official convertible reservesamountedtoSDR 413 million equal tothe cost
of only aboutthreeandone half weeksof imports. The equivalent of
SDR 132 million was also heldunder bilateral payments arrangements.Finland
has unusad stand-by credits with foreign commercial banks amounting to

"Theimport depositscheme, originally intended to remain ineffectfor
oneyear from march 1975was extendedin March 1976.Its incidencewas
reducedgradually according toanannouncedschedule until itsfull abolition

on December31 1976 .Finlandmaintains global quetas and individual
licensing inrespect of certainagricultural products mineralsfuels, and
unwrought gold and silver when imported from the market economies. These
restrictionsare maintained both for balance of paymentsand other reasons
(e.g. for reasons of domestic agricultural policy).

"Therehasbeen a significantimprovementin Finland's balance of
payments positionon current account in 1976 and further progress is expected
in 1977 toward the authorities'goal ofreducing theunderlying current
account deficit to notmorethan 2 per cent ofGDP by 1980. However,it is
not expected thatthere will be any substantialimprovement in the reserve
position in 1977. Thus, the Fundbelieves in view of theextremely low
level of Finland's external reservesthatthe present system of import
quotas and licensingis,forthe present not unwarranted.

Openingstatement by therespresentativeof Finland

4. In his opening statement. the full text of which is contained n the Annex,
therepresentative of Finlanddescribedthe balance-of-payments position of
Finland and pointed out that althoughthe deficit oncurrent account had diminished,
the situation remained serious. Hewent on thedescribethe effects of the recent
cyclical downturn which had been falt in Finland only in 1976, when economic
activity in the OECDarea was expanding again. He also described thesituation
of fixedinvestmentduring 1976, and broughtout the salientpoints of present and
future economic policy,inparticular withregardtolabour,wages and fiscal
policy, the effects of the recent development of the Finish markka, and the
situationof employment. In conclusion,he saidthat the Finnish Government felt
a decisive reduction in the growth of foreign indebtedness was necessary to ensure
stable and sustained economic expansion inthefuture.Against this background
the outlook for Finland'scurrent accountbalance was notverygood.Inthe face
of adverse external conditions the improvements achievedand expected in the near
future,involved heavycosts in the for of under-utilization of resources.
Therefore,it was his Government's opinion that circumstancesdid not for for the
time being permit changes in the presentimports system.
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PARTSI AND II

Balance-of-payments position and prospects - alternativemeasuresto restore
equilibrium
5. Members oftheCommitteethanked the representatives of Finlandand the
representative of the International tar .Fund for the year complete information
they had supplied to the Committee. Thetimelynotification by Finland of the
changes in its import restrictions was particularly appreciated. The Committee
welcomed the termination, as announced at the last consultation, on 31 December 1976
of the import deposit scheme. It noted from the documentation before it that
although the Finnish reserves were very low and the balance-of-payments situation
serious there had been some improvement since the previous consultation in
April 1976; it was noted in particular that the deficit on current account had
been reduced. It was recognized that the overall balance--of-payments situation
remained difficult and that some restrictions wore warranted.

6. It was recognized that the single most serious element in Finland's balance-
of-payments situation was the very low level of its reserves in convertible
currencies which were understood to stand at some three weeks of imports. In this
context it was asked whether this situation was expected. to continue and if so
whether it could trigger the introduction of new import restrictions in 1977. It
was also asked what forecasts had been made by the Finnish authorities for
balance-of-payments developments in 1977 and 1978.The representatives of Finland
said that the objective of the Finnish authorities was to reduce the deficit on
current account to a figure not greater than 21/2per cent of gross domestic product
by 1980. He added that a better performance of the economy would be needed to
reach this goal. With regard to forecasts the representative of Finland recalled
that in 1975 there had been a balance-of-payments deficit of some Fmk 8.0 billion;
in 1976 Fmk4.0 billion, 1977 a deficit of Fmk 2.0 billion was expected and it was
believed that by 1978 that figure could be lower due to an increase in exports.

7. Members of the Commmittee noted that in April 1977 the Finnish markka had been
depreciated by 5.7 per cent against a trade-weighted basket of currencies,
following the devaluations of Finland's Scandinavian neighbours. As the repre--
sentative of the International Monetary Fund had pointed out, the depreciation of
the markka had been somewhat larger than that of other Scandineavian currencies;
it was asked what the effects of this depreciation were expected to be. The
representative of Finland pointed out that the depreciation of the markka had been
of the same order as that of the Swedish Kronor and recalled that Sweden was
Finland's largest competitor and market. The effect on the report performance
would therefore be only to restore Finland's competitive position on the Swedish
market and the markets of third countries. The effects on prices and costs would
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be of thesameorderas the depreciation i.e. 5 to 6 per cent and that these
increases in prices and costhadbeentaker into account in the various estimates
and forccasts, In reply to questions concerning estimated importsand exported
the representative of Finland said that fairly accurate figuresexisted for 1977
whereas for 1976 the figures were morerebulous. An increaseof11.5 per cent in
the volumeof merchandise exports was forecast for 1977 and half as much for 1978.
marchandise imports were expectedtogrow by 1percent in1977and by slightly

8.Members ofteh Committeenoted that the rate of inflation in Finland had been
consistently higher than the rate of inflation inother industrial countries and
asked what anti-inflationary measures had been taken. The representative of
Finland recalled the measure he had described in his opening statement, and in
the basic documentfor the consultation on pricecontrol and wage agreement.
He added that ingeneralthe outlook was not positive with regard to inflation.
An increase in prices of 10 per centwas expected for 1977 and a further increase
of some7 to8 per cent in1978, which was higher than theaverage of OECD
countries.

9, Members of the Committeecommented onthestrict control theFinnish
authorities had applied on the level of foreign borrowing. With regardto the
ceiling of Emk 4 billion set for foreign borrowing for 1977 it was asked whether
this includedonly short-term of both short and long-term capital borrowing, and
how much of the quota had already been utilized. Therepresentativeof Finland
said that thelevel of foreign borrowingwas en essential concern to theFinnish
authorities who felt that the country foreign indebtednessshould be reduced,
in particular its short-term indebtendness.It wasin thiscontext that the Cash
Payments Scheme forcertain importsandbeen enlarged. Therewere no breakdowns
available atthis time as to how capital imports were distributed in 1977 between
short and long-term borrowing. The Government endeavoured to discourage any
increase in short-term borrowing. Questions were alsoasked on thestrict
monetary measures and theguidelines that had beengiven to banks regarding the
type of loans that they should give prioruity to. In this context it was asked
what was thepractical effect of therequirement that banks discriminate against
loans to finance inventories of imported goods and whether the requirements to dis-
criminate against loans for consumer durablesapplied equally to domestically
produced consumer goods as wallas imports. The represtative of Finland replied
that the termination of theImportDeposit Scheme had brought about an increase
in the money supply which was neutralized by tightening Central Bank quotas. The
Bank of Finland had requested private banks to limit themselves in thefinancing
oi for example. unwarranted inventory replenishment inorderto safeguard the
general. economic policy aimedatstablegrowthand balanced external accounts for
Finland. The main concern was to stimulate productive investments and ensure their
financing and therefore to limit loans for less productive invesments.
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10. Itwas askedwhether the Finland authorities hadplane ur_:nr wa rn,
on the EMP's facilicies. TheC o nodecision

had been taken in this regard so far. t -._... ta i:I T -. 1C . concerning
energy conservation measuretherepresentative >;;. o. ;i.'-'.rIQ 2;tC tc :Ures
beentakeninthis .C 1. e L1 f0Ci .
particular inthe i.n! 4>-' *!--u-n i 4L0. r O. ± *l Ut C; I Ir S:C' :I' C..'!.. It
was expected that the 1± ~ ~Woui--1 .-~ tb..eo 6 ar! I reey o

the next fewyears ..o i, - 1 . t r.. C:..ana , -r yn.rr j i; ifll 'J>'ii
years to come would be lowerthan that of thegorwth rateof tehgrossdomestic
product.

11 In reply to questions concerning measures aimed at the diversification of
exports the representative of Finland recalled that a higher degree of diversi-
fication had beenachieved afterthe war andexpecially through the sixties and
seventies. Besides its traditional forestry production Filnland had developed to
a considerable degree its metal and engineeringindustries, exports of which had
more than doubled between 1969and 1977; also the chemical, clothing and other
consumer products industries hisseen considerable expansion.

12. Members of the Committee noted that the level of unemployment had risen
steadily, over the past few years 2 per cent in 41975, 7 percent in 1976 and
nearly 5 per cent (4,3)in197. It was asked whether Finland envisaged taking
measures to stop thedeterioration in the unemploymentsituation. The represen-
tative of Finland said that this wasone of the priorities in the programmeby

the recently formed Government. It was too erly at this stageto have an idea
of what concrete measures could be expected.

13. Members of the Committee noted that Finland for manyyears had been one of
the highest rates of investment of industrial countries and asked whether this
had favoured development of production for imports substitution or for export.
The, representative of Finland confirmed that his country had one of the highest
investment rates, gross fixed investment on average in excess of a quarter of
gross domestic product. However this had not been matched by a commensurate
growth rate. He explained that Finland was erecently industrialized country
and that a vast amount of investment had been needed for the country's infra-
structurer such as the building of roads,drawllings, hospitalsetc. In the
future such structural investments would not be needed to such a greatextent,
and the Government had also endeavoured to favourproductive investments.



PARTS III and IV

System, methods and effects of therestrictions
14. A number of questions were asked concerning the Cash Payments Scheme
described in the basic document BOP/172. This Cash Payment Schemeoriginally
introduced in 1973 subjected some 18 per cent of imports to a requirement of
full cash payment before customs clearance. TheScheme had been enlarged d on
1 March 1977 to more products, including certain raw materials and production
equipment and now covered onethird of all imports. It wasnot clear to the
Committee whether this measure was intended to reduce the level of internal demand
for these products or whether it was intended d to reduce the level of foreign
indebtedness. The representative of Finland stated that the principal objective
of the Scheme was to bring about a change in the share of short-term foreignn
borrowing in order to make it possible to have a corresponding increase in
longer-term capital imports. He assured the Committee that the measure was not
a balance-of-payments measure to restrict imports but was a monetary measure:
which would have no effect on the total level of imports. Members of the Committee
felt however that despite the monetary character of the Cash Payments Scheme the
Measure was likely to affect the imports of the products listecd. In this context
they asked on what criteria the products had been chosen. The representative of
Finland said that the list contained mainly consumer goods but that it had been
enlarged to cover certain raw materials and semi-processed goods. He pointed out the
the stringent monetary policy had made it increasingly difficult for domestic
producers to deliver their products on credit and that the enlargement of the
coverage had been introduced to extend temonetary stringeney to foreign goods
as Well. He added that the Scheme, like all such schemes, was. flexible to some
extent and rhat it was not his auth rities ' intention to cause undue hardship to
producers and importers. Schme members of theCommittee asked whether the measure,
taken in support of monetary policy, would be discontinued should the reduction
in the balance-of-payments deficit continue to develop favourably. They .also
asked whether importers of goods subject to the cash requirements scheme could
obtain financing on credit terms similar to those available to domestic producers
of the same goods; and whether the cash requirements applied to importsregardless
of origin. The representative of Finland reiterated that the measure was one of
monetary policy and not for balance-of-payments reasons. It applied to imports
from all sources react ss of country of origin. Credit terms from Finnish
banks were the same as those given to domestic producers. Commenting on the
enlargement of the measure to cover certain raw materials one member of the
Committee remarkea that this might affect certain export industries in Finland.
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15. The Committee welcomed the termination on 31 December 1976 of the Import
Deposit Scheme. It was askedwhetherthe Finnish authorities considered that
the import deposits had been an important factor in reducing the growth of imports
during its existence, Therepresentativeof Finland replied that no specific
calculations on the effects of the scheme on aggregateimports had been made as
the scheme had been designed to operate through the financial market. The
financial burden was limited to the interestforegoneonthedeposits. This had
different effects on importers according to the firms level of liquidity.
Experience had shown that in certain cases the porter had helped finance the
deposit, although this had not been then intention of the Bank of Finland. Without
basing it on precise calculation it was generally thought that the import deposit
had had a marginal effect on restraining demand through the financial channels
and may have had a mariginaJ. effect of reducing imports.

16. Members of the Committee noted that Finland still maintained global quotas
on some 1 per cent of total imports and individual licensing on some 9 per cent
of imports. It was asked to what extent this licensing was maintained for
balanco-of-payments reasons or other reasons and whether it could be expected
that they would be phased out, with an improvement in the balance-of-payments
situation. It was also noted that since 1973 Finland had practised surveillance
licensing on certain products and it was asked whether this would continued in 1977.
A further question was asked concerning the procedure for granting licences;
this was based on th level of the previous year s imports for individual firms
and it was asked whther any provision was made for new importers to obtain
import licences. The representative of Finland said that the justification for
Finland's licensing system was to be foud both in balance-of-payments reasons
and in other policy reasons Article XII.4(b) seemed, however, to be the best
justificatid for the restrictions it covered all products in question. He
recalled that by far the largest groupof products under licensing consisted of
fuels and oil and that this item affected the balance of payments in a direct way
With regard to the quantitative restrictions on certain agricultural products it
was clear that these products had been chosen because they could be domestically
produced. He recalled that the number of products under licensing was very
limited and it was hoped that thesenumber would be further reduced as the
balance of payments would improve. Concerning the allocation of quotas and
licensing the guidelines were based on past performance in terms of price,
volume and quality, However, there was some 5 to 10 per cent of licences reserved
for new importers. As regrards the surveillance licensing for certain durable
products he pointed out that these amounted to less than 2 per cent of imports
under licences and that under the present circumstances it was still considered
necessary to follow the developments of the market for these products very closely
and therefore no change could be expected in the short run.
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17. It was pointed out that since September 1976 importers who were at the same
time wholesalers were required to pay the turnover tax at the time of clearance
of the goods at customs rather than at the moment of sale. It was asked why this
measure had been taken and whether it was expected to continue. The representative
of Finland explained that the turnover tax introduced in 1976 was part of a major
fiscal reform and that for technical reasons changes had been introduced in the
points of tax collection, It nad been decided that during" a first stage the
turnover tax would be collected at importation and equivalent timing for collection
was expected to be applied to internal traded as soon as possible, in any case not
later than the end of 1978. His authorities had the matter under constant review.
He added that the tax burden had not been increased with the change and that it
was the intention of his authorities to implement the changes in a non-discriainator;
way.

Conclus ions

1. The Committee welcomed the termination on schedule of the Import Deposit
Scheme and appreciated Finland s observance of GATT notification and consultation
obligations.

2. Taking into account the Fund's view that despite the improvements in Finland's
balance of payments on current account, no improvement could be expected in 1977
in the low level of Finland's external reserves, the Commitee recognized that
there was need for a degree of trade restriction. The Committee noted that some
Finnish restrictions - global quotas and licensing - were imposed for balance-of-
payments and other reasons, and welcomed the Finnish authorities' intention to
consider further limitation of the level of trade restrictions in case the
balance-of-payments situation would permit such relaxation.

3. The Coimnittee expressed some concern as to the possible trade effects of the
Cash Payments Scheme, as enlarged in April 1977. Although it noted that the
Scheme was introduced primarily as a monetary measure, it felt that any detrimental
effects on trade should be avoided.


